General Information

**Forum Venue**
Marriott Royal Aurora  
Petrovka St-Bld 11 | Moscow | Russia, 107031  
T: +7 (495) 937 1000 | www.marriottmoscowroyalaurora.ru

The registration desk is located in front of Petrovsky hall. For security purposes, delegates are requested to wear their name badges at all times during the conference.

**PILnet contact number**
Svetlana Kapochkina : +7 (916) 190-5977

**Social Events**
All Forum participants are welcome to attend the following social events:

- **Wednesday, 13 April | 9:00 – 9:30**  
  Welcome Coffee  
  Marriott Royal Aurora, foyer in front of Petrovsky Hall

- **Wednesday, 13 April | 19:00 – 20:00**  
  Reception  
  Marriott Royal Aurora, restaurant Polo Club

**Twitter**
Conference participants are welcome to tweet, using hashtag #RPBF16 or #ProBonoForum

**Internet Access**
There is a complimentary internet access for Forum participants. Wi-Fi password available at the registration desk.
SUMMARY AGENDA

09:00 – 09:30  Registration and welcome coffee
Marriott Royal Aurora
Petrovka St-Bld 11  |  Moscow  |  Russia, 107031
T: +7 (495) 937 1000  |  www.marriottmoscowroyalaurora.ru

09:30 – 10:35  PLENARY SESSION
Petrovsky 2  Pro bono in Russia, Welcoming Remarks
•  Dmitry Shabelnikov  |  Director for Russia, PILnet  |  Moscow
•  Yuri Pilipenko  |  President of the Federal Bar Chamber of the Russian Federation  |  Moscow

10:30 – 11:00  Coffee break

11:00 – 12:15  PARALLEL SESSIONS, SESSION 1

A. Master class: Creating a Successful Pro Bono Practice
Petrovsky 2
Moderator:
•  Glenn Kolleeney  |  Partner, Dentons  |  St. Petersburg/Moscow
Speakers:
•  Vasilissa Strizh  |  Partner, Morgan Lewis  |  Moscow
•  Olga Ponomarenko  |  Associate, Latham & Watkins  |  Moscow
•  Andrey Porfiryev  |  Partner, Yegorov, Puginsky, Afanasiev & Partners  |  Moscow

B. Pro Bono and State-Subsidized Legal Aid
Petrovsky 3
Moderator:
•  Andrey Suchkov  |  Executive Vice-President, Federal Bar Chamber of the Russian Federation  |  Moscow
Speakers:
•  Alexander Sevryukov  |  Attorney, Leyba & Partners  |  Moscow
•  Yulia Korukhova  |  Executive Manager, Ulyanovsk Oblast Bar Chamber  |  Ulyanovsk
**PARALLEL SESSIONS, SESSION 2**

**Petrovsky 2**

A. Running a Pro Bono Practice in a Small Law Firm

**Moderator:**
- Denis Gerasimov | Partner, RBL | Samara

**Speakers:**
- Dmitry Volosov | Managing Partner, Tsennye Bumagi Consulting | St. Petersburg
- Evgeny Kovalev | Managing Partner, Kovalev, Ryazantsev & Partners | Chelyabinsk
- Irina Onikienko | Partner, Capital Legal Services | St. Petersburg

**Petrovsky 3**

B. Pro bono and Law Clinics

**Moderator:**
- Maria Voskobitova | Deputy Director, ABA ROLI Russia | Moscow

**Speakers:**
- Arkady Gutnikov | Director, St. Petersburg Prince Oldenburgsky Law Institute | St. Petersburg
- Maksim Dranzhevsky | Director, Center for the Development of Law Clinics | Moscow
- Ksenia Koroleva | Associate, Latham & Watkins | Moscow

**13:30 – 14:30**  
**Lunch**

**PARALLEL SESSIONS, SESSION 3**

**Petrovsky 2**

A. Different Approaches to Selecting Pro Bono Clients and Types of Assistance

**Moderator:**
- Dmitry Magonya | Managing Partner, ART DE LEX | Moscow

**Speakers:**
- Aleksey Dobrynin | Partner, Pen & Paper | St. Petersburg
- Nikolay Zharov | President, Kostroma Oblast Bar Chamber | Kostroma
- Yuri Makhonin | Senior Associate, Dechert | Moscow
- Aleksey Borodin | Vice President, Samara Oblast Bar Chamber | Samara
B. Pro bono and Legal Education

Moderator:
- Olga Shepeleva | Senior Legal Officer, PILnet | Moscow

Speakers:
- Natalia Nikitina | Partner, White & Case | Moscow
- Sergey Savelyev | Partner, Savelyev, Nektorov & Partners | Moscow
- Alexander Molotnikov | Professor, Moscow State University Law Faculty | Moscow

15:45 – 17:00 PARALLEL SESSIONS, SESSION 4

A. Pro Bono for NGOs: Success Stories and Mutual Expectations

Moderator:
- Sergey Kurakov | Senior Legal Officer, PILnet | Moscow

Speakers:
- Elena Alshanskaya | President, Charitable Foundation Volunteers to Assist Orphaned Children | Moscow
- Pavel Kantor | Counsel, Center for Curative Pedagogics | Moscow
- Anastasia Dergacheva | Associate, Morgan Lewis | Moscow

B. Pro Bono and the Bar: What Can the Professional Community Do for the Development of Pro Bono in Russia?

Moderator:
- Dmitry Shabelnikov | Director for Russia, PILnet | Moscow

Speakers:
- Andrey Suchkov | Executive Vice-President, Federal Bar Chamber of the Russian Federation | Moscow
- Yulia Korukhova | Executive Manager, Ulyanovsk Oblast Bar Chamber | Ulyanovsk
- Elena Ivanyuk | President, Ivanovo Oblast Bar Chamber | Ivanovo

17:00 – 17:30 Break

17:30 – 18:30 PLENARY SESSION

Open Mic and Forum Closure

19:00 – 20:00 Reception